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Executive Summary
This document provides an overview of early prototyping activity related to application systems
engineering. The overall aim of the work package is to design and implement a prototype environment for
the application systems engineering and lifecycle support of distributed smart embedded devices in selected
manufacturing applications. This early prototyping activity has taken a practical look at applications
description and support methods suitable for key aspects of a practical applications engineering
environment capable of supporting selected end‐user applications and their associated demonstrators.
New software tools or extensions to the functionality of existing tools have been necessary in order to
support Web‐Services‐related connectivity, configuration, choreography/orchestration and management in
the context of Service Oriented Architectures for automation as little or no support for this currently exists.
Here selected aspects of the required engineering functionality have been investigated.
This early prototyping activity is providing feedback on the viability of key aspects of the technology and
engineering methods. For example, the appropriate use of virtual engineering is seen as a key factor in
future engineering environments. The relationship between real and modelled machine components has
thus been investigated in some detail and several approaches to real‐to‐virtual device connectivity are being
considered.
Follow‐up work is now underway to specify the scope of the overall applications engineering framework for
the project and to identify generic aspects of the applications engineering functionality that would benefit
from the definition and implementation of common services and compatible engineering support tools. The
second phase of the project will demonstrate applications engineering scenarios in more depth, across the
supply chain and over the complete lifecycle. The methodology and prototype engineering environment
created on the project will later be validated with reference to specific application examples and industrial
demonstrators in WP8.
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1

Introduction

The paradigm of service‐oriented systems provides the opportunity to create systems naturally from loosely
coupled distributed components. The creation of suitable configuration and support tools for SOCRADES
will be heavily interrelated with the underlying system architecture. The engineering environment thus
needs to provide a suitable approach for the specification, configuration, and behaviour of such components
and a method of storing these for reuse. None of the candidate engineering tools previously studied in D7.2
currently support Web‐Services. However, the results from the survey of tools and methods, D7.2, have
been used to assist in the selection of suitable software tools to provide aspects of the required functionality
in this early prototyping activity, including xMII [1], PDE [2] and Delmia Automation [3].
An initial prototype engineering environment supporting Web‐Services is now being realised practically
with the availability of the first smart embedded devices and associated DPWS software deliverables from
other work packages. WP7 builds on the framework established in WP2 and will utilize the infrastructural
capabilities now being provided by WP5, e.g., approaches to orchestration, and the enterprise integration
methods under development in WP6. Deliverables from these work packages are being progressively
integrated with engineering tool functionality related to visualisation, component libraries, business
integration and device support, making initial application performance evaluation possible in the near
future.
A novel aspect of the approach adopted within this work package is the consideration of applications
engineering from four key perspectives, namely, in the control, enterprise integration, supply chain and
lifecycle contexts. The prototyping activities are described here with reference to those four perspectives as
shown in Figure 1. This early prototyping activity is investigating key aspects for the provision of
appropriate functionality. Initial practical work is naturally focusing on provision of the fundamental
control‐ and integration‐related capabilities. Work to demonstrate prototype support across the supply
chain and across lifecycle phases will mainly occur later in the project.

Service-oriented
integration with higher
level systems
Extend business
processes down to control
level
Controls
Vendor

Automation
Devices

Handling

Enterprise
Dimension

Module /
Machine
Builder

Fixing

Monitoring

Lifecycle Dimension
Reuse/Recycle
Reconfiguration

Transport

Working Unit

EndUser

Operation

Supply-Chain
Dimension

Build
Design
Conception

Control
Dimension

Figure 1: Dimensions of collaborative integration and support
The dimensions of Figure 1 can be summarised as follows:
•

Machine/Process Control ‐ The creation of the machine/process automation system and its associated
controls.

•

Enterprise Integration ‐ The integration of the automation system with the end‐user’s business system
functionality, e.g., MES, ERP, scheduling, data archiving. Significantly, this includes extending aspects of
business functionality down to the control device level.
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•

Supply‐Chain Interaction – The interaction of the automation system with the supply chain partners
across the lifecycle.

•

Support Across Lifecycle Phases – The creation and use of tools and methods applicable across the
product and process/machinery lifecycle phases.

2

User Requirements and Scope of Prototyping Activities

Table 1 in Appendix 1 indicates what user requirements have begun to be addressed within this early
prototyping work, which requirements are scheduled to be included within the second phase of the project,
and which requirements are considered outside the scope of this project. The application requirements
listed were generated from deliverable D7.1 earlier in this work package. D1.2 provides the complete list of
user requirements for the overall project.
This early prototyping activity has taken a practical look at applications description and support methods
suitable for key aspects of a practical applications engineering environment capable of supporting the
selected end‐user applications and their associated demonstrators. New software tools or extensions to the
functionality of existing tools have been necessary in order to support Web‐Services‐related connectivity,
configuration, choreography/orchestration and management in the context of SOA for automation as little or
no support for this currently exists. Here selected aspects of engineering functionality have been investigated
practically. Key aspects of application description and engineering support that are being investigated by all
the work package partners through early prototyping activities include:
Web‐Service based application components: Existing toolsets such as Delmia Automation [2] and PDE [3]
already offer varying degrees of support for component‐based systems and prototyping activity has focused
on exploiting this appropriately in a Web‐Services based context., i.e., with component connectivity based on
Web‐Services.
Visualisation of distributed components: Providing a visualization environment to assist the end‐user and
enabling visualizations to be linked to the physical control components are important engineering
requirements needed by end‐users. Therefore, the connectivity of real and virtual elements is of key
importance and has again been a focus of prototyping activity.
System reconfiguration: It is vitally important to be able, reliably and repeatably, to construct and compose
distributed embedded systems that can meet and adapt readily to changing user requirements.

3
3.1

Early Prototyping Activities in Application Description and Support
Component-based application description and support for powertrain
manufacture

The Process Definition Environment (PDE) developed at Loughborough is being utilized to define
component interaction utilising its Core Component Editor (CCE). The CCE is used to define the component
interaction. The CCE is a toolset providing support for the specification, configuration, and maintenance of
the machine control applications. The PDE provides an established method for functional elements within
control components to be created and configured in distributed systems. In the context of the SOCRADES
project, each of these elements is exposed as a DPWS device, hosting appropriate services, e.g., to convey,
transfer, and load the product through the necessary process stages. Figure 2 shows the overall concept and
prototyping rig. The test platform at Loughborough is composed of a test rig for interlocked and sequenced
devices based on automotive powertrain assembly requirements. The engineering functionality being
provided aims to support the needs of full‐scale applications in this domain. Ongoing work to shadow a
number of machines at Ford, Jaguar, and their principal machine builder, Krause, in both the UK and
Germany has been carried out to ensure that the functionality of the test rig meets end‐user application
requirements. The PDE engineering toolset is illustrated in Figure 3, whilst typical components within the
system with their elemental behaviour are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2: Overall concept and prototyping rig

Figure 3: PDE Engineering Toolset
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Figure 4: Component system breakdown
A common architecture is used to describe the system; this model is consistent throughout the lifecycle of the
system from presales to machine reconfiguration. The CCE provides simulation and validation of the
control system using animated state transition diagrams, process flow diagrams and lightweight animated
virtual models using VRML.

3.1.1

Modelling Environment Overview

The modelling environment developed as part of the PDE supports the functions related to the editing of 3D
models of parts, machine components and complete production lines. The figure below provides an
overview of the modelling environment software modules and their integration with other PDE software
modules (in particular with the control editing and runtime environment), and with other engineering tools
that provide initial modelling data.
Modelling
Environment
Model runtime
environment

Control runtime
environment

Model Editing
environment

Control Editing
environment

CAD
NC prog.
Robot prog.

Common architecture
System

Component
Element

Figure 5: Overview of modelling software modules
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The modelling environment is mainly composed of two modules: the model editing environment and the
model runtime environment. The model editing tools provide functions related to the editing of i) the
machine model’s 3D geometry and ii) the model’s kinematics. 3D geometry can be imported directly from
any available CAD package without the need for third party format translators.
The modelling environment is integrated directly with the control‐related environment: The integration is
achieved at a conceptual level by the sharing of a common architecture (i.e. system break down into
component and elements), which practically translates into a common and integrated workflow for both the
model and control editing processes, and a common data structure for both 3D modelling and machine
control data.
Co nt ro l Co mp o nent

3D Mo d elling Co mp o nent
C o mp o n e n t

C o mp o n e n t

Construct BASE
Element PUSHER
Geometry
Home

View Point
Link Point

Moving W

Construct ACT.

Work

Link Point

Moving H

Geometry
kinematics

Element

State

Construct SENSOR.

Sensor On

Sensor Off

Link Point
State

Figure 6: Example of a modelling component
The figure above shows a typical machine component both the modelling and control views share the same
architecture. In this example the component is composed of an actuator and a sensor element. Sub‐elements
constructs are specific to either the control or modelling worlds (e.g. state/transition for the control,
geometry/kinematics for the modelling environment). Both data sets are mapped so that the actuator
modelling element will react to a state change of the corresponding control element.

3.1.2

Prototype demonstrations

The first phase of the application description and support methodology as it relates to powertrain assembly
is to be demonstrated at the MACH 08 exhibition at the National Exhibition Centre in Birmingham in April
2008. For this early prototype a Festo Didactic test rig, developed for SOCRADES at Loughborough, has
been decomposed using the aforementioned component‐based approach. Web‐Services based integration of
the rig with a SAP xMII component will be shown. Communication from the real time system to SAP is
being achieved using a shared database. The shared database will be updated from the real time system to
reflect the component status. In this demonstration the control of the test rig is via a central orchestration
engine. This manages the execution of services and their elements in a process flow to realize the execution
of the line. The orchestration engine is also responsible for updating the shared database.
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Figure 7: Overview of initial prototype
An interface describing the elemental behaviour has been created to provide control and feedback from the
components in the system. These interfaces describe the command requests and status reporting for each of
the control elements. For example, for the first elements of the test rig the interfaces are in the following
form. See Table 1.
Name
DistributionHopper

Interface / methods
Eject-Cylinder
(EjectCylinderStsRequest
EjectCylinderStsResponse)

Eject-Cylinder-Move
(EjectCylinderCmdRequest
EjectCylinderCmdResponse)

/

/

Magazine
(MagCmdRequest / MagCmdResponse
Magazine-Xfer-Ready
(MagXferCmdRequest
MagXferCmdResponse

/

Variables
HOME
WORK
MOVING-HOME
MOVING-WORK
ERROR
MOVEHOME
MOVEWORK
ERROR
MAGAZINE-EMPTY
MAGAZINE-FULL
ERROR
MAGAZINE-EMPTY
MAGAZINE-FULL
ERROR

Table 1: Example of state‐based element behaviour

A simple example of a workflow for a small part of the test rig is shown below.
communication between the orchestration engine and the component.

It describes the
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Figure 8: Workflow for a single component

Figure 9: Phase Two Prototype
Specification work has begun on the second‐phase demo scheduled for completion in early 2009. The Web
Services implementation for this demo will mirror the previous demo in terms of service interfaces and state
data. But the service interfaces will support publish‐and‐subscribe messaging using WS‐Eventing. This will
enable more efficient integration of engineering tools with the web services implementation. Furthermore
the support for WS‐Eventing will form the basis for the design of service‐to‐service choreography on the rig
where the services operate according to interaction between components on the network and their reported
states using peer‐to‐peer communication without the need for an orchestrator in some application cases.
The integration with the engineering tools is being achieved by a broadcaster interface in the engineering
tools. The broadcaster maintains a view of the state of the system and all its constituent components, such
that any connecting client can establish the system state and receive updates detailing changes of state.
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State updates will be sent from the real‐time system to the broadcaster as well as to the shared database with
the SAP xMII system. For the initial prototyping the Web Service calls are request‐response based. The
second phase, later this year, will see a migration of an implementation predominantly based on WS‐
Eventing publish‐and‐subscribe messaging to allow peer‐peer communication between components. This
will allow both choreographed and orchestrated component interaction to be evaluated and should improve
system efficiency.

3.2
3.2.1

Real -Virtual Integration and application description approach for assembly
Real FlexLink Cell

The test platform present at the Schneider Electric installations in Seligenstadt is composed of FlexLink DAS
30 modules and represents a simple manual assembly system offering places for manual operations at two
stations.

Main Line MDUM

Workstation MDUW (1)

• upper main line
• bottom reverse line

End lifter
MDUL‐E

End lifter
MDUL‐E
Workstation MDUW (2)

Figure 10: Test platform
The test platform is composed of a central Main Line that has actually two levels: an upper main line,
allowing transport in one direction, and a bottom reverse line, with opposite direction. At both ends End
Lifter modules are connected. This constellation of Main Line and End Lifters allows principally the cyclic
transport of pallets. See Figure 10.
At both sides of the Main Line two workstations are located (1 & 2) for human operators. The stations are
supplied with pallets from the Main Line using the transfer units installed in the outer conveyors segments
of the three lines.
The presented layout allows material flow indicated by blue arrows in the figure above. Pallets can move
repeatedly through the system and could therefore be transported to the workstations arbitrarily. The cell
with this particular configuration has no dedicated entry or exit for pallets and has no pallet
loading/unloading station.

3.2.2

Virtual FlexLink Cell

A 3D model that mimics the real cell has been built in Delmia Automation tool. The following figure shows
the virtual cell, which has the same configuration as the real cell [4].
The virtual model offers the same modularity as the real FlexLink equipment, which means it is composed of
3D models of the End Lifter, Main Line and Workstation modules, which can be arranged spatially to
achieve the desired layout configuration. See Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Virtual FlexLink cell in Delmia Automation
The Main Line and the Workstation modules are modelled as aggregated components that are composed of
a frame and a set of Conveyor and Cross units:
• Workstation has 2 Cross + 1 Conveyor
• Main Line has 2 Cross + 1 Conveyor (upper line) plus 2 Conveyor (bottom line).
In Delmia Automation the kinematics of a component are described by logics that are then responsible for
simulation of physical interaction, e.g., detection, grab and release of parts, movement. The component’s
control functions are described/programmed by control logic. These functions are exposed to the logical
control module (LCM) and are then made accessible for the Web Service operations (e.g.TransferIn
operation).
This way the components Conveyor, Cross and Lifter are implemented separately in Delmia and exposed as
discrete devices, each hosting a Transfer Service.

DPWS Conveyor Device

3D Cross module
3D Lifter module
3D Conveyor module

Hosted
Transfer
Service

C

LCM
(Logic Control Module)

communication
/ function calls
Control

Simulation Engine

Kinematics

simulation

Figure 12: Connectivity between devices and their virtual representation
From the perspective of a systems engineer who is configuring the layout of the production system the
relevant modules are still Lifter, Main Line and Workstation, as these mechanical parts will be reconfigured.
From the perspective, for instance, of a machine builder or maintenance personnel, who are working at
component level (e.g. replacing one of the constituent parts), the relevant modules are the Conveyor and
Cross (and of course the Lifter).
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3.2.3

Transfer Services

Each of the elementary components (Lifter, Cross and Conveyor) is exposed as a DPWS device hosting a
Transfer Service allowing the control of the product flow through the virtual production cell. The interface is
the same for each component, abstracting the component’s functionality in Transfer‐in and Transfer‐out
operations, which take in/out ports as arguments. The ports are statically defined for each component (see
figure below).
Conveyor

Cross

1

Lifter

2

1

1

2

3
4

2

Figure 13: Elementary components
With this interface to transfer a work pallet from a conveyor to a switch table on its right side can be
described by the operations Cross->TransferIn(1) and Conveyor->TransferOut(2). At the end of a
transfer operation, an event is raised to inform all the subscribers of the service so that further steps can be
taken, such as stopping the Transfer‐out operation on the conveyor, continuing routing the pallet towards its
objective, or others. See Figure 13.

3.2.4

Scenario: Design and simulation in virtual environment

The system is modelled in 2D/3D in the engineering environment, the workflow models are generated and
deployed to one/many external or internal service coordination engines. The virtual components are exposed
internally and also to other nodes in the network as services, which allows control and coordination of the
virtual production system.
Orchestration / Coordination

Transfer

Conveyor
Transfer

Cross

Lifter

Transfer

Transfer

Delmia

Export of the layout configuration

Conveyor

Figure 14: Export of layout configuration
The focus of the discussed prototype implementation is on Delmia to serve as a host of virtual service‐
enabled production systems, which can be coordinated and supervised externally, that is to say by Web
Service orchestration engines [5] that are implemented in task T5.2.
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The mechanisms to export and process layout information are not part of this prototype. This means the
configurations and mappings of components to service endpoints that are done inside Delmia must be
reproduced in models that are the input to the orchestration/coordination. See figure 14

3.3

Prototyping for the APS based Applications Test Bed

In the frame of application‐systems‐engineering activities within WP7, APS has started to develop a
prototyping concept applicable for manufacturing automation and process control applications with loosely
coupled distributed components and heterogeneous mechatronic devices.
The prototyping concept is expected to be part of the Mechatronic Trials in WP8 and is aiming to support
systems engineering activities like configuration, commissioning, orchestration, and management. In
pursuing Web Service‐based interactivity special consideration has been given to facilitating openness and
modularity.

3.3.1

Configuration

The configuration of a system in accordance with the work orders and user requirements will be performed
by means of a database with device‐oriented Configuration Profiles and of user interaction with an icon‐
based system configurator. This engineering tool allows the configuration of a system from a catalogue of
components and mechatronic devices expressed by icons. Each icon selected during the interactive
configuration process creates a link to a device–specific Configuration Profile which is resident in and
accessible from a database.

Figure 15: System Engineering
The Configuration Profiles will be transferred from the database to the system configurator. After checks for
connectivity issues and hierarchical orders an application‐oriented Configuration Tree will be created as
result of the entire configuration process. The tree enables a complete and detailed description of the system,
its components and devices, and of the internal connectivity. The description format is XML.
The completeness of the configuration will be verified by deployment of WS to discover the components and
devices in accordance to the Configuration Tree and to check their existence inside the network.

3.3.2

Commissioning

The purpose of commissioning is to achieve a fully functional fine tuned system which fits totally with the
initial design and user requirements. Therefore commissioning mainly includes testing, adjusting, and
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balancing of the sub‐systems, setup of parameters and verification of the individual sub‐system performance
and of their interoperability.
It is assumed that device‐ or application‐specific commissioning templates will exist which specify a‐priori
the commissioning opportunities.
The commissioning engineer has to select interactively those components or devices from the Configuration
Tree which are of relevance for any commissioning activity. The activity can be initiated directly down on
the shopfloor by means of a mobile terminal, which is used as runtime platform for the graphical interactive
commissioning tool, or from an office PC.
As soon as a commissioning activity has been initiated, a commissioning service will be deployed with
special consideration of predefined data and instructions provided by the corresponding device‐oriented
commissioning templates accessible from a database.

Figure 16: System commissioning

3.3.3

Workflow description and service orchestration

From the system engineering perspective the creation of machine/process automation systems proposed by
the prototyping concept of APS for the Mechatronic Trials will be based on the reuse of reconfigurable
functional and operational modules. They are also known as primitives or functional macros. Typical types
of macros to run automation systems built from closely coupled distributed mechatronic devices are motion
macros, process macros, event‐based macros, and sensor macros.
Once created the macros – applicable like functional building blocks with re‐parameterisation capabilities ‐
are available from a macro database to create any sequence of operations requested to execute a certain work
order. Mandatory for the sequencing or orchestration of the macros in so called master files is the knowledge
of the workflow to be executed by the automation system. For this purpose an icon‐oriented macro
programming tool is suggested as an interface for human‐machine interaction to transfer the process
knowledge of the user into collaborative activity of machines and mechatronic systems to fulfil the requested
work orders. The result is an XML‐based description of the workflow and activities to be performed by the
system and its components. It is the baseline for the sequencing of functional macros in master files as well
as for the orchestration and deployment of services.
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Figure 17: Workflow and service orchestration
The provided sets of services are operated by orchestration engines. They have to manage events or conflicts
by means of an event manager and decision support system. Special monitoring services are planned to
monitor processes and supervise the status and behaviour of selected devices across the layers. This
functionality will also be utilised to support re‐engineering issues.

4

Current Status and Conclusions

These early prototyping activities coupled to their related demonstrations are enabling the key requirements
highlighted in D7.1 to be progressively addressed as summarised in Table 2. A number of early prototyping
approaches to application description and support have been reported here, i.e., i) methods for application
description and configuration suitable for the loosely coupled distributed components provided by
SOCRADES and ii) the provision of support for both interaction between physical components and real‐to‐
virtual component connectivity. Early prototyping activity is also yielding results in the integration of the
automation system with the end‐user’s business system functionality, e.g., MES, ERP, scheduling, data
archiving. Significantly, this includes extending aspects of business functionality down to the control device
level. Deliverable D6.3 reports on early prototyping of integration.
The services exposed by the embedded components are still in the process of being developed, and it is
anticipated that the integration between the engineering and run‐time systems will be progressively
improved. The performance of these interfaces needs to be assessed. Some generic aspects of application
systems engineering have been highlighted through this prototyping activity, and a common framework for
basic application engineering functionality where interoperability between different tools and devices is seen
as desirable and could potentially be realised though a small set of generic engineering services, e.g. for real‐
to‐virtual device connectivity. An aim in Phase Two of the project will, therefore, be to identify generic
services related to applications engineering support and to provide, where useful, a common framework for
applications engineering whilst still allowing freedom for the partners to research alternative applications
engineering approaches and domain‐specific application representations where appropriate.
In the second phase of the project, the partners expect to demonstrate enhanced capabilities including
support for supply chain interaction from the design tools and also across lifecycle phases.
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Appendix 1: Coverage of user requirements

Table 2: List of prototyping activities against identified user engineering requirements

Initiated

Relevant prototyping activity already started

Addressed in
the 2nd Phase

To be prototyped in the second 18 months of the project

Out of Scope

Out of the scope of SOCRADES

COMMISSIONING AND
OPERATION

DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION

Prototyping
Activity or
Phase

Dimensional Impact
User Requirement

Impact on
other WP’s

Key

MC/Proc
Control

Enterprise
Integration

Supply
Chain
Interaction

Lifecycle
Phase

Initiated

Ability to configure machines built
from smart modules both statically
and dynamically (e.g. add/remove
devices)

Key req.

Key
enabler

Key
enabler

Useful at
all phases

5, 8,

Initiated

Reusability of machine components

Key req.

Design,
build,
reconfigure.

5,8

Initiated

High level machine configuration
capability

Key req.

All

5, 8

Initiated

High level process description

Key req.

All

5, 8

Initiated

Design simplicity

Desirable

Design

5, 8

Plant layout support

Desirable

All

5, 8

Initiated

Distributed system configuration and
management

Key Req.

Key Req.

All

5, 8

Initiated

Ability to monitor
products and processes

Key req.

Key req.

Operation

5, 6,
8

Key req.

End‐user,
MC
builders
Control
vendors

Commis‐
sioning,
Operation

5, 6,
8

Key req.

Across all
partners

All

8

Key
enabler

Commis‐
sioning,
Operation

5, 6,
8

Out of
Scope

Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase
Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase
Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase

Error management

High flexibility for manual interaction
if requested and easy automatic mode
restart
A user interface to integrate user
ability to control/monitor systems at
all functional levels

Key req.

Across all
partners

Desirable

Desirable

Across all
partners
End user
requireme
nt
End‐user,
M/C
builder
Key
enabler
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STANDARDISATION AND
OPENNESS

VIRTUAL ENGINEERING
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Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase

Access to a user‐interface for decision
support in the production planning,
implementation and operation phases

Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase

Support for remote assistance from
experts

Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase
Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase
Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase

Key
enabler

Key req.

Operation

6, 8

End‐user,
MC Bldr,
Ctrl Ven.

Commis‐
sioning,
Operation

6, 8

Lifecycle support from engineering
tools

Key req.

Desirable

Across all
partners

All

6, 8

Support for globally distributed
engineering teams

Key req.

Desirable

Across all
partners

All

6, 8

Support for virtual engineering
(user high level requirements)

Key req.

Desirable

Across all
partners

All

6, 8

Support for virtual engineering
(low level requirements, real to
virtual connectivity etc.)

Key req.

Key req.

Key
enabler

All
operational
phases

2, 5,
6, 8

Addressed
in the 2nd
Phase

Access to a real‐time simulation of the
system components

Desirable

Desirable

Desirable

All
operational
phases

5, 6,
8

Initiated

Open system architecture and vendor
neutral systems

Desirable

Key
enabler

Desirable
end user
req

All

2, 3,
4, 5,
6

Across all
partners

All

6, 8

Across all
partners

All

5, 6,
8

All

5, 6,
8

All

5, 6,
8

Initiated

Out of
Scope
Initiated
Initiated
Out of
Scope of
WP7 but
covered in
WP5

Support of effective capture and use
of lessons learned
Effective and seamless IT systems
integration
Inherent support for compliance with
standards
Access rights must be clearly
specified and controlled

Desirable
Key req.
Key req.

Key req.

Key req.

Key req.

Key req.
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